CHAPTER XV
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
The necessity for greatly detailed calculations in designing
high tension transmission lines for railway systems is often ex-
aggerated. The fact that the careful predetermination of all
characteristics of such a transmission line is unnecessary, when
compared with the careful study required in connection with a
line for the transmission of power for lighting or even for the
very high voltage long distance transmission of energy in large
quantities from hydro-electric plants, will be made clear by the
following outline of conditions generally pertaining to the rail-
way system.
In the first place the close regulation of voltage is both un-
necessary and impossible. The sudden variations of power de-
manded by cars, especially upon an interurban system, must
inevitably mean variable voltage, and with such voltage variation
on the distribution system there is little need of the closest
possible regulation on the .transmission line.
Nor is the service impaired by such voltage variation as would
be suicidal to the lighting substation. The motorman or pas-
sengers upon an interurban car will hardly notice a 10 per cent,
voltage variation, while sudden variations of 2 or 3 per cent, are
to be avoided if possible in connection with incandescent lighting,
particularly as the intensity of light varies throughout a greater
range than the voltage. The lighting of interurban cars is of
course greatly impaired by poor voltage regulation and this is
one of the features that is receiving a great deal of just criticism
from the traveling public. Its remedy, however, lies in making
the lighting independent of trolley voltage and not by attempting
to regulate the latter more closely.
The regulation of transmission lines is greatly affected by low
power factor. The addition of induction motors or arc lighting
systems which operate at low power factors to long distance
transmission lines involves very careful design and costly regu-
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